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South America
Ecuador
Cultivation Environment : Altitude 2,500 ~3,500m,
Temperature(day24℃, night10℃) 
Amount of solar radiation 100,000lux
Strong sunlight, large temperature difference day and night.
Rose is one of the main five exports of Ecuador.

Colombia
Cultivation Environment: Altitude 2,000m, 
Temperature(Day 22 ℃, Night 6℃), 
Amount of solar radiation 80,00lux
Strong sunlight, large temperature difference day and night.
Main export country: USA, Russia 
Almost export to USA, small quantity of high quality rose 
export to Russia.





Africa
Kenya
Cultivation Environment : Altitude 0 ~1,500m,
Temperature(day26℃, night10℃) 
Water shortage in dry season
Strong sunlight, large temperature difference day and night.
Almost export to Europe. 

Ethiopia
Cultivation Environment: Altitude 2,000m~3,000m, 
Temperature(16℃~22℃),
Best weather for growing  
Almost export to Europe.
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Register PBR in Foreign Country 
1. Novelty
2. Distinctiveness
3. Homogeneity
4. Stability

Form Requirement
Require different form in every country

Priority right
Based on domestic PBR(as member nation of UPOV)
register PBR on other country(within one year from 
registration)
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Process of Register PBR in Colombia and Ecuador

Basic requirement : all documents should be written by Spanish

1. Register PBR document of each country or notarized translation of 
domestic PBR document

2. Power of attorney(notarized + apostille) 
3. Deed of assignment that should be written ‘variety name’, ‘breeder 

name’, ‘address of breeder’, ‘civil rights’. (notarized + apostille)
4. Technical questionnaires with color photo of variety
5. Growing test would be passed when submit domestic growing test 

result as member nation of UPOV (notarized + apostille)
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PBR Certificate of Registeration (Colombia)
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